11+ Foundation 9 Answers

1)
Answer C – divide his assets among his three sons, keeping a very small part
(paragraph 1). Make sure you read the full paragraph rather than answer from memory.
2) Answer C – promised that it should be well and properly employed (paragraph 2)
Make sure you read the full paragraph rather than answer from memory.
3) Answer A – The root word for entrust is trust. Entrust means to put someone or
something in another s person s care.
4) Answer A – The sons thereupon departed, and travelled for three months (paragraph
5)
5) Answer B – Restrained means to hold back. (This word is on the
LifeChangingTuition.com 11+ vocabulary list). The second son did not hold back but was
brave. All the other words were synonyms for the word brave.
6) Answer D – Here you have to follow the process of elimination. Go through each son s
journey in the passage and check if they have displayed the relevant moral lesson. Watch out
as one son has displayed more than one moral lesson i.e. the third son displayed moral
lessons B and C (By saving the life of his enemy). The first son displayed moral lesson D. (By
being honest and not stealing any of the jewels)
7) Answer C – Again make sure you look for evidence. In paragraph 2 it mentions
promised that it should be well and properly employed . Options A, B, and C all seem
plausible but are not mentioned in the text.
8) Answer D – Trick question. Answer A you can eliminate as there is no evidence. Answer
C you can also eliminate as the second child also saved a life. B seems the obvious answer
but it is a trap. The father was describing whether the actions (or deeds as used in the
passage) as being noble or not noble. But Option B is implying that the sons themselves were
either not noble or noble.
9) Answer A – Noun is a naming word. Life is a common noun.
10) Answer A – Metaphor is when comparing two things or actions using the word is : for
it is a noble and godlike thing to help an enemy

